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It is now more than a quarter century since Leonard 
Primiano’s seminal article “Vernacular Religion and the 
Search for Method in Religious Folklife” launched the concept 
of Vernacular Religion to denote the study of “religion as it 
is lived: as human beings encounter, understand, interpret, 
and practice it” (Primiano 1995: 44). Vernacular Religion 
demands that scholars take seriously the minutiae of how people 
live their religion in particular contexts, their interaction 
with material culture, their often flexible attitude to and 
use of tradition, their frequently complex relationship and 
negotiations with institutional forms of religiosity, and 
above all their agency.
This issue of Traditiones brings insights into how people 
deal with enormous issues such as our place in the universe, 
our relationship with-other-than human beings, death, 
apocalypse and afterlives using an ‘toolkit’ of institutional 
and vernacular knowledge.
Keywords: vernacular religion, UFO, Leonardo Primiano, 
tradition

Minilo je že več kot četrt stoletja, odkar je Leonard Primiano 
v razpravi »Vernakularna religija in iskanje metode za 
raziskovanje verskega ljudskega življenja« uporabil koncept 
vernakularne religije za označevanje preučevanja »vere, 
kakršno se živi: kakor jo ljudje srečajo, razumejo, interpretirajo 
in izvajajo« (Primiano 1995: 44). Vernakularna religija 
zahteva, da se raziskovalci resno posvetijo podrobnostim, npr. 
temu, kako ljudje živijo svojo vero v določenih kontekstih, 
njihovi interakciji z materialno kulturo, njihovemu pogosto 
prilagodljivemu odnosu do tradicije in njeni uporabi, pogosto 
zapletenemu razmerju in pogajanju z institucionalnimi 
oblikami religioznosti in predvsem njihovi tvornosti. 
Ta zvezek Traditiones prinaša poglede na to, kako se ljudje 
spoprijemajo s pomembnimi vprašanji, npr. o našem mestu v 
vesolju, o razmerju z drugim, ne-človeškim, nezemeljskim, 
s smrtjo, apokalipso in posmrtnim življenjem, pri čemer 
uporabljajo »orodje« institucionalnega in domačega znanja.
Ključne besede: vernakularna religija, NLP, Leonardo 
Primiano, tradicija

VERNACULAR RELIGION AND CONTEMPORARY 
SPIRITUALITIES

TRIBUTE TO LEONARD NORMAN PRIMIANO (1957-2021)

MARION BOWMAN

When this volume was proposed there was no expectation of any sort of memorial aspect 
to if, but sadly the death of the remarkable scholar Leonard Norman Primiano on 25 July 
2021 altered that. The papers in this collection, bringing together some fascinating and 
significant studies of UFO beliefs, praxis and material culture, as well as contemporary 
(re)presentations of death, apocalypse and afterlives, to some extent exemplify the broad 
and vibrant reach of Vernacular Religion, the unexpected contexts in which it might be 
found, and some of the issues that were central to Leonard’s extensive writings on the topic.

It is now more than a quarter century since Leonard Primiano’s seminal article 
“Vernacular Religion and the Search for Method in Religious Folklife” launched the con-
cept of Vernacular Religion to denote the study of “religion as it is lived: as human beings 
encounter, understand, interpret, and practice it” (Primiano, 1995: 44). As I have noted 
elsewhere (Bowman, 2022a, 2022b), that article brought about significant refocussing 
and profound changes in Religious Studies, Folklore Studies and Ethnology as to how 
we might describe, study, conceptualise and appreciate the messy, complex and creative 
reality of the ways in which people are religious and ‘do religion’ in their everyday lives. 
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Vernacular Religion as perceived by Leonard is religion per se; it is not merely a synonym 
for folk religion. 

As “an interdisciplinary approach to the study of the religious lives of individuals 
with special attention to the process of religious belief, the verbal, behavioral, and mate-
rial expressions of religious belief, and the ultimate object of religious belief” (Primiano, 
1995: 44), Vernacular Religion demands that scholars take seriously the minutiae of how 
people live their religion in particular contexts, their interaction with material culture, 
their often flexible attitude to and use of tradition, their frequently complex relationship 
and negotiations with institutional forms of religiosity, and above all their agency. In his 
Afterword to Vernacular Religion in Everyday Life: Expressions of Belief (Bowman, Valk, 
2012), Leonard characterised ambiguity, power, and creativity as hallmarks of vernacular 
religion, highlighting “the power of the individual and communities of individuals to create 
and re-create their own religion” (Primiano, 2012a: 384) and asserting that religion as it 
is lived involves “the continuous art of individual interpretation and negotiation of any 
number of influential sources” (ibid.). 

Leonard had gained a solid academic background in both Religious Studies and 
Folklore Studies through his BA in Religious Studies (University of Pennsylvania, 1978), 
Master of Theological Studies (Harvard Divinity School, 1980), MA in Folklore and 
Folklife (University of Pennsylvania, 1982) and a dual doctorate in Religious Studies and 
Folklore and Folklife Studies (University of Pennsylvania, 1993). He was therefore in a 
strong position to act as conceptual and methodological ‘bridge’ between the two fields. 
Vernacular Religion, he declared, “challenges religious studies to incorporate the inter-
disciplinary strengths of folklore/folklife in the study of the religious individual and the 
significance of religion as it is lived in the contemporary context” (1995: 52). Leonard was 
instrumental in establishing the Folk Belief and Religious Folklife section of the American 
Folklore Society (of which he was an elected Fellow), and the Folklore and Religion Seminar 
of the American Academy of Religion. Of Italian and Polish heritage, Leonard was also 
very much involved in European scholarship. It is appropriate that one of the authors in 
this volume is Anders Gustavsson, the first chairman of the Folk Religion commission of 
SIEF (International Society for Ethnology and Folklore). Leonard and I participated in 
this group’s extraordinary second symposium “Folk Religion: Continuity and Change” in 
Portugal in 1996, organised by Anders Gustavsson and Maria Santa Montez, which was a 
hugely significant event for us both. Leonard became a regular at these SIEF events until 
2019, leading to strong European academic connections and valued friendships, including 
his close relationship with Anne Rowbottom whom he met at the splendid third sympo-
sium on Politics and Folk Religion organised in 1999 by Gábor Barna in Szeged, and with 
István and Kinga Povedák. 

As many former students have attested since his death, Leonard was an inspirational 
lecturer at the Roman Catholic Cabrini University (originally Cabrini College) in Radnor, 
Pennsylvania, where he worked from 1993, eventually serving as Department Chair and 
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Professor of Religious Studies there until 2021. He also taught at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland and the University of Pennsylvania. At conferences too, his papers were 
lively and thought-provoking; a number of scholars (especially when they were ‘career-
young’) report having found them significant for their future academic trajectories, along 
with his perceptive questions or helpful comments on their papers. He was generous and 
supportive with his time and knowledge.

Leonard is probably best known for his ground-breaking 1995 article “Vernacular 
Religion and the Search for Method in Religious Folklife”, but there was much more to 
this remarkable man and his scholarly achievements than this one article. While Leonard 
initially developed many of his insights on vernacular religion through studying the 
Philadelphia chapter of the gay and lesbian Roman Catholic organisation Dignity during 
the AIDS crisis, the topic of his PhD dissertation (Primiano, 2001, 2022a), he continued 
to write about vernacular religion in a range of contexts until the end of his life. Leonard’s 
passion for and enjoyment of material and visual culture was enormous; he was an invet-
erate collector (Primiano, 2016a), and he curated numerous exhibitions in addition to 
writing about diverse aspects of religious materiality. He not only studied vernacular 
Catholic material culture and the myriad ways in which people utilise, interact with and 
relate to it (e.g. Primiano, 2007, 2012b, 2015, 2016b), he analysed materiality in relation 
to the racially diverse, Philadelphia-based community of Father Divine’s International 
Peace Mission Movement with whom he worked closely for many years (e.g. Primiano, 
2004, 2014), and the lifeworld revealed in the vibrant hooked rugs of Sister Ann Ameen 
(Primiano, 2002). Even those familiar with his better-known work on vernacular religion 
would benefit from revisiting the many articles, chapters and encyclopaedia entries in 
which he continued to refine his methodological insights and engage with an eclectic range 
of topics, including American popular culture and media (e.g. Primiano, 1999, 2009). A 
collection of fourteen of his previously published essays will appear in a posthumously 
published volume (Primiano, 2022b), edited by a group of American Religion scholars as 
a tribute to Leonard’s contribution to religious studies and folklore studies; other friends 
and colleagues are working to bring to fruition a number of articles and publications in 
which he was engaged at the time of his death.

Vernacular religion has broad applicability and relevance, both in relation to more 
traditional manifestations of institutional religiosity but also to the more fluid forms of 
contemporary spirituality, beliefs and praxis to emerge in physical and increasingly in online 
environments. Vernacular religion has been embraced and applied by scholars in relation to 
a great range of contexts and manifestations (Bowman, Valk, 2012; Valk, Bowman, 2022), 
from the spiritually diverse town of Glastonbury in England (Bowman, 2000, 2009) to 
Finnish Judaism (Illman, Czimbalmos, 2020); from former Soviet Secret Police archives 
(Kapaló, Povedák, 2022) to a Goddess Temple in Assam (Valk, 2019); from Hungarian 
neo-nationalism (Povedák, 2014, 2020a, 2021a) and Romanian ethno-paganism (Hubbes, 
Povedák, 2014, 2019) to Estonian dowsing (Kivari, 2016); from contemporary Christian 
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rock music (Povedák K., 2017, 2020) to Romani pilgrimages (Povedák, 2020b), to give 
but a few examples. 

While some may have felt that Vernacular Religion underplayed the political and power 
nuances of religion, Leonard countered that “vernacular religiosity has the potential to mani-
fest dimensions of both confirmation and contestation, of legitimation of the hegemonic as 
well as resistance to such societal and cultural manifestations of power” (Primiano, 2012: 
387). He was also adamant that accentuating individual religious creativity does not detract 
from the dynamics involved in collective acts of religiosity; rather, it reflects realistically 
that people constantly interpret and negotiate “any number of influential sources” within 
particular contexts and in response to a range of resources. 

This all brings us back to this issue of Traditiones, where we are given fascinating insights 
into how people deal with enormous issues such as our place in the universe, our relation-
ship with-other-than human beings, death, apocalypse and afterlives using an enormous 
‘toolkit’ of institutional and vernacular knowledge, images and ideas. Anders Gustavsson 
(2021) continues his long-term research on death and afterlife beliefs in Scandinavia 
(Gustavsson, 2011), revealing continuity and change in how traditional ideas are being 
adapted; the influence of New Age ideas in reducing the prominence of judgement at end 
of life and the assumption of positive and inclusive post-life futures; the role of the internet 
as a forum for the expression and visual portrayal of such ideas; and the extent to which 
such developments appear to be occurring at different rates between Sweden and Norway. 
Daniel Wojcik (2021) provides a thorough overview of ‘paleoastronautic’ mythologies of 
alien intervention in human history, and case studies of a number of UFO religious groups, 
highlighting the importance of broader scientific and socio-political contexts and the ongo-
ing influence and reworking of apocalyptic and millennialist ideas in the production of 
worldviews and representations of aliens – and by extension, ourselves. István Povedák’s 
pioneering article (2021b) tackles a hitherto comparatively neglected field in relation to 
UFO ‘culture’, its artistic and material dimensions. Studying a range of visual and material 
artefacts, this piece provides fascinating insights into the influences, creativity, mythology 
and praxis of those involved in physically expressing UFO-inspired worldviews, and the 
wealth of information to be gleaned from focussing attention on them. In his fascinating 
comparison of Christian Millennialist and New Age digital environments in relation to 
2012, László Attila Hubbes (2021) again draws our attention to visual culture, this time 
highlighting the images circulating online and the extent to which traditional tropes and 
imaginaries are fluidly rewoven, reworked and sometimes shared in these notionally very 
different cyber contexts. In all these cases, individuals’ and groups’ creative employment 
and manipulation of visual imagery and ideas drawn from diverse sources can be both 
powerful and empowering, comforting and deeply disconcerting, building and maintaining 
lifeworlds, reflecting both the importance of visual and material culture, and “the power of 
the individual and communities of individuals to create and re-create their own religion” 
(Primiano, 2012: 384).
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In 2006 Leonard was diagnosed with oesophageal cancer, a cruel blow for such a 
passionate teacher and vibrant communicator. For the next 15 years his friends and col-
leagues were amazed and delighted as Leonard’s joie de vivre, his energy and enthusiasm, 
his sense of fun and his considerable capacity for friendship, his resilience and his dogged 
determination to get through some immensely difficult health challenges appeared to 
continue unabated; even his electronic voice somehow could not mask his enormous per-
sonality. Since his death, numerous tributes have been paid online and in publications by 
former students, colleagues, friends, those who met him fleetingly and those who knew 
him through his writing. I first met Leonard in the summer of 1995, when we were both 
conducting fieldwork in Newfoundland, and immediately became firm friends. Like me, 
many have benefitted not just from Leonard’s remarkable depth and breadth of knowledge, 
but from the joy of knowing a truly remarkable man.

While there are more collections in progress to remember and tribute the work of 
Leonard Norman Primiano, the current issue of Traditiones is the first in the line. This 
collection of articles is a result of the ERC CZ project no. LL2006 (“ReEnchEu”) funded 
by the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sport and headed by Alessandro Testa 
at the Department of Sociological Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University 
in Prague.
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VERNAKULARNA RELIGIJA IN IN SODOBNE DUHOVNOSTI:
V SPOMIN LEONARDU NORMANU PRIMIANU (1957–2021)

Minilo je že več kot četrt stoletja, odkar je Leonard Primiano v razpravi »Vernakularna religija 
in iskanje metode za raziskovanje verskega ljudskega življenja« uporabil koncept vernakularne 
religije za označevanje preučevanja »vere, kakršno se živi: kakor jo ljudje srečajo, razumejo, 
interpretirajo in jo izvajajo« (Primiano 1995: 44). Vernakularna religija zahteva, da se 
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raziskovalci resno posvetijo podrobnostim, npr. temu, kako ljudje živijo svojo vero v določenih 
kontekstih, interakciji z materialno kulturo, njihovemu pogosto prilagodljivemu odnosu do 
tradicije in njeni uporabi, pogosto zapletenemu razmerju in pogajanju z institucionalnimi 
oblikami religioznosti in predvsem njihovi tvornosti. 

Primiano je v sklepni besedi knjige Vernacular Religion in Everyday Life: Expressions 
of Belief kot pomembne znake vernakularne religije označil dvoumnost, moč in ustvarjalnost, 
pri čemer je poudaril »moč posameznika in skupnosti, da ustvarjajo in ponovno ustvarijo 
svojo lastno religijo«. Religija, kakršna se živi,   vključuje »neprekinjeno umetnost individualne 
interpretacije in pogajanja o poljubnem številu vplivnih virov.« Po njegovem mnenju vernakularna 
religija izziva študije religije in od njih terja interdisciplinarnost pri preučevanju verujočega 
posameznika in pomena religije v sodobnem kontekstu.

Pomemben pa je še en vidik, kjer se kaže potencial vernakularne religioznosti, to je tako 
legitimacija hegemonije kot tudi odpor do takšnih družbenih in kulturnih manifestacij moči. 

Ta zvezek Traditiones prinaša poglede na to, kako se ljudje spoprijemajo s pomembnimi 
vprašanji, npr. o našem mestu v vesolju, o razmerju z drugim, ne-človeškim, nezemeljskim, s 
smrtjo, apokalipso in posmrtnim življenjem, pri čemer uporabljajo »orodje« institucionalnega 
in domačega znanja.

Dr. Marion Bowman, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, marion.bowman@open.ac.uk 

mailto:marion.bowman@open.ac.uk
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